Dear Kaye,
Names: Ausmus, Perry

Here's the information I found:
1840 Census Brown County, p 175
Ben Perry
    male 30-40    [probably Ben]
    female 30-40 [ Ben's wife - name unkown]
    female 15-20 [prob. older dau. name unkown]
    male 10-15    [ prob. Edward]
    female 5-10   [prob. Isabel]
    male 5-10      [prob. Hanley]
    female 5-10   [ prob. Mary]
    female u 5     [ prob. Melvina]
    female u 5     [ prob. Emila]

1850 Census Brown County 21 Aug 1850
268/270
Benjamin Perry,40,m,farmer,TN
Jane Perry,26,f,,Ill                    md Benjamin Perry 3 June 1845, (Jane Vance)
Edward Perry,23,m,farmer,TN
etc.

Based on this information, the 1840 benjamin perry is not the Benjamin Perry who married Ellen Ausmus in 1849. I originally thought as I gathered this information that he may have been married a 3rd time but the marriage dates prove that wrong.

The Histories indicate that there were two Perry families. One came from NC/TN very early in the 1830's. The other came directly from Ireland in 1860. Your Benjamin, if he is related, can only be from the earlier family. Of the nine children of Nathan and Rebecca Yarbray Perry, none have complete histories. There are just bits and pieces. The above Benjamin was not one of them and he does not have any decendents that could be your Benjamin. None of the partial histories make reference to either of the Benjamin's.

In the particular case of your Benjamin this is not surprising since he appears to have only been in Brown County long enough to get married.This suggests residence in a nearby County like Schuyler. I checked there in the 1850 census and found a Benjamin Parry, wife named Sarah and a child Adeline. Adeline is 4mos old which doesn't give them enough time to have been married in the previous Oct and have a legitimate child. So we're back to square one. I do not have any census of histories for any of the other counties.

I can only recommend that you continue your seaches in the nearby counties, Adams, Pike, Morgan, Cass and possibly Scott. The Perry families in Brown were very large but do not appear to have stayed long as a group. Only small remnants stayed to inherit the farms that the families originally opened in the 1830's. I'd say that most of them were gone by the 1860's when the 2nd Perry family came into the county. There is still quite a bit of information on these families and this would be fun research but someone else will have to do it.

Sincerely,
Ken Huffman
=============

Kaye Kaberlein wrote:
 Dear Ken,I was advised to contact you.  I cannot find Benjamin W. Perry after 1849 when he married Ellen Ausmus in Brown County, IL.  I don't know his birth date or death or location of either.  I have it from good sorce that a child, Dudley Dennis Perry, was born to them in 1850, I think, in Galesburg, IL.  Dudley Dennis Perry was my grandfather. I hate to trouble you with my search.  I'm sure you have many asking for help, but I really don't know where else to turn. I would appreciate it if you would look in the 1840 Brown County census.  I downloaded the 1850 census, and found some Ben Perrys.  I thought possibly I could find a younger Benjamin to find out his parents, thereby determining his age.  Since I live in South Mississippi I can't do the leg work I'd like to.  Any help would be appreciated.   Best regards,    Kaye Kaberlein (kaberlein@locnet.net)

Jim,
A Perry contact who may also be able to help you is:
"Kaye Kaberlein" <kaberlein@locnet.net>

She also was looking for the same persons.
Ken Huffman

James D Pistole wrote:


> Benjamin W. Perry was born in 1829, probably in Indiana, but not sure.
> He married Ellen Ausmus in Brown County on 30 Oct 1849.  I would like to
> exchange information on this line.
>
> Jim 



Dear Kaye,
This is a real problem. I have only conflicting information to work with. There is no conclusive evidence at this time to provide clear evidence that there is an error. Here is what I have found so far:

In the 1850 Census, the Benjamin in question is the next household to Sanford McDaniel and the Census Enumerator continued the ditto marks from Sanford's family into Benjamin's family. In the History of Brown County (HBC), Sanford has a son named Benjamine, p. 564 and lists him as being born in 1829. The historian may have used the same 1850 census information to make that statement. Sanford also has a daughter named Ellen with the same birth year as the Ellen in the census. This could suggest that His son and daughter were in a nearby dwelling when the Census enumerator came by.

There are no Benjamin Perry's or McDaniel's in the Cemeteries of Brown county (CBC) or in the 1860, 1870 or 1880 censuses.

As you know there is a marriage for Benjamin Perry and Ellen Ausmus on 30 Oct 1849. There is no marriage found for Benjamin McDaniel.

Also, the next family down from the Benjamin in question, is Luke Perry. If the enumerator failed to write in Benjamin's surname and if it was supposed to be Perry, it is possible that the ditto marks were added later as the copiers made a copy to send to the state or as the state copiers made a copy for the Feds. The 1850 census that we see on microfilm is a second copy (the Fed copy), which adds to the complexity. The original was kept in the county and was probably destroyed in the courthouse fire in the early 1900's or possibly earlier as the value of the document diminished in the view of later generations.

There is an entry in the History of Schuyler and Brown Counties (HSBC) that states the Benjamin Perry and Sanford McDaniels were early settlers of Elkhorn Township. So we know that both families were there.


